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The purpose of research 

 

1. The dissertation deals with the microtoponyms, especially names of periphery, 

concentrating on their role in cartographic representations. It is a common experience 

that maps or other kinds of sources containing place names often exhibit diverse or 

inconsistent place name material even if the data published in them are more or less from 

the same period. Although researching geographical names has a long tradition in 

Hungary, no intention has been found in the literature to explore or analyze the place 

name material published in maps. The most important vehicle of microtoponyms are 

maps, and several detailed map series have been made covering the whole country. 

However, special attention should be given to maps in the regions where other kinds of 

surveys, etc. with linguistic purposes, were not carried out. 

Place names constitute a part of lexicon that convey significant linguistic, cultural 

and historical information, thus research into place names reveal and preserve knowledge 

relevant for both society and science, e.g. beyond onomastics and further branches of 

linguistics they may support studying local history and population, as well as history of 

culture, society, economy, agriculture, geographical environment, as well as flora and 

fauna of a region. At the same time, research into geographical names requires skills in 

the disciplines mentioned above, i.e. the investigation of any kind of geographical names 

demands inter- or multidisciplinary approach. In any of the above mentioned areas, the 

authenticity of data is of high importance, i.e. the sources should be qualified from this 

aspect. This criticism should take into consideration the following aspects: circumstances 

of creation of the material, i.e. purposes, intellectual conditions, methodology, as well as 

staff and technical conditions. However, the most important factor is authenticity, which, 

in the case of microtoponyms can be paraphrased as follows: to what extent is the 

linguistic material is based on the actual use of place names observed in the region? 

Geographical names are locally fixed elements of language that identify spatially 

more or less distinct objects. The correlation of names and the represented object is 

ensured by maps (including all tools and applications that can show spatial information). 

In consequence, the dissertation also aims to explicate the relation between different 

kinds of maps and place names. Geographical names constitute a subclass of proper 

names in which, as opposed to other proper names, the represented object is rarely a 
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distinct entity. The unambiguous linking of representation of places on maps with 

distinct object is a complex process in which cooperation of local informants, topographs 

and surveyors is needed. Furthermore, the represented object, due to geographical 

modifications, meteorological conditions, and agricultural or industrial activities, is 

changing all the time, and there can be alterations in local society, as well. Consequently, 

maps from various periods can exhibit diverse systems of place names.  

Maps are expected to be updated, and to exhibit a live system of place names, which 

has an important role in communication and spatial orientation of a given speech 

community. 

 

2. The dissertation is based on the microtoponyms used in the practice of the two man 

sectors of cartography, viz. geodetic/cadastral and topographic/military mapping 

practices. Of the topographic maps, which were made in several scales, the so-called 

basic maps are investigated. Since mapping processes may last decades, it is impossible 

to define the exact time period of map data. Nevertheless, most of the findings in the 

dissertation concern the span from the 1830s (the period of the second survey for military 

purposes in the territory of Hungary) to the regime change in the 1990s. The linguistic 

material of maps has not been digitized, however, some of them can be accessed as 

images. In the course of my research, I used mainly paper format maps, later several old 

map series became accessible via internet, as well as further digital corpora were created 

in geodetic and cartographic research departments, and archives. 

Evidently, the abundance of linguistic material makes it impossible to process all the 

data belonging to one single source, however, it is not even necessary for drawing 

conclusions. Therefore, the method of comparing surveys of certain sample areas in each 

type of source was found appropriate for the purposes of dissertation.  

After some abandoned initiatives that, in most cases, ended in destroyed material, 

cadastral mapping was started roughly in the middle of the 19th century, and, in effect, 

it lasts until today. In its first hundred years, geographical names played a highly 

important role because administrative functions, e.g. land registration, were based on 

their use. The country was mapped thoroughly so that the identification of small parts of 

land would be possible. In later times, the place names gradually lost their practical 

significance. 
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Topographic mapping belonged to military functions from the beginning, and civilian 

topography appeared in the last fifty years of the period in question. In the former one, 

the typical scale was 1:25,000, while in the latter it was 1: 10,000. There is a considerable 

difference between topography and cadaster maps as land registration and spatial 

orientation require dissimilar familiarity with the terrain. Topographic maps aimed at 

accuracy concerning relief, water, as well as populated places outside regular 

settlements, e.g. farmsteads, manors etc. 

 

3. State mapping, carried out within strict rules and under inspection, has always been 

an expensive function, requiring a huge organization, competent personnel, and technical 

specification. Regulations were completed with encryption, changing with periods. 

Prescriptions regulated the writing of place names, as well. Various orders, regulations, 

signal lists etc. were given for internal use only. The regulations covered the 

characteristics of writing of place names in cadaster and topographic mapping, as Földi 

(1985) and Hőnyi (1970) emphasized, respectively. 

 

4. Special attention is paid to the following aspects. From the point of view 

authenticity, it is of primary importance to reveal whether the names on a map were 

gained in the frame of a fieldwork, or data of a former source were reused, partially or 

as a whole. From time to time, a practice appears that makes unique place names uniform 

according to a well-intentioned hypothesis. E.g. in the maps of the third military survey, 

all the place names lapos ’plain’ were modified to lápos ’swampy’. A further important 

aspect in judging authenticity is local attitude, i.e. tolerance or rejection towards place 

names of minority languages. 

 

Structure of the dissertation 

 

1. In the first section, the topic, the aim of the research, and the corpus are presented. 

As a starting point, an multidisciplinary approach is suggested, namely, place names 

should be investigated on the basis of the background knowledge provided by both 

linguistics and history of cartography. Accordingly, besides sources of diacronic 

significance known and used widely, further ones are recommended that can be 
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researched nowadays, although earlier were qualified as confidental. The reasons why 

place names are changing all the time are specified, e.g. changes of ground, as well as 

population. The ways place names used on maps influenced the actual use of 

geographical names of a given speech community have not been studied, either.  

 

2. Section 2 presents a research history. Although István Nyirkos (1970) proved the 

benefits of publishing place names used on maps in a volume, only one such publication 

has been found (FEKETE 1989). The relation of place names and maps are typically 

discussed in textbooks (MAÁCZ 1955a, FÖLDI 1988, FARAGÓ 2005), and they tend to 

focus on maps to be made but not on existing or older ones. The latter topic is primarily 

dealt by linguists, and it should be noted that judgements lacking competence were 

included frequently. 

It is highly important to handle the inconsistency in the use of letters ’C’ and ’K’ for 

cadastral sources in data collections for linguistic purposes. In different periods, maps 

were made for different purposes, which is thoroughly analyzed in the dissertation. 

 

3. Section 3 discusses cadastral mapping.  In order to get an insight into the 

characteristics of place names on these maps, it was inevitable to get acquainted with the 

role of this sector in administration, as well as its organization and direction. After the 

repression of the 1848–1849 war of independence, among the first orders Vienna 

introduced land tax in Hungary, and cadaster served as a base for laying this tax. The 

most important category of the system built according to the Austrian model became the 

name of dűlő (English equivalent used in legal texts: locality). 

In the dissertation, from the point of view of fixing and use of geographical names, 

three epochs are distinguished.  Considering all the three periods, there is a subsection 

devoted to the analysis of the content of the operative orders. Similarly, in all the three 

subsections, the place names used not only by Hungarians but also other nationalities are 

discussed.  

 

4. Section 4 is devoted to topographic mapping, which is the other important sector 

of mapping. Similarly to section 3, an overview is given about the purpose of mapping 
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for military, and later for civilians, as well as institutional arrangement, staff, borrowed 

patterns, and special Hungarian inventions are also presented. 

Similarly to cadastral mapping, there are three periods in the history of military 

mapping, i.e. the practice of determining place names on maps correlate with the eras of 

mapping. Until World War I, the surveys were organized and directed by the Institute 

for Military Mapping (Militärgeographisches Institut) in Vienna. Of the three land-

surveying, which included the whole territory of Hungary, the latter two produced sets 

of geographical names that proved to fit scientific research. In the short period of 

independence (1920–1948), no land-survey was carried out, however, there were place 

names modified in the frame of nationalism. In the socialist era, land-surveys in both 

military (MKT100) and civilian (MFTT) topographies brought notable results, which are 

to be exploited by onomastics in the future.   

Complex orders were not characteristic of the earlier periods of topography.  

However, numerous principles, expectations having influence on the map use of place 

names can be extracted from signal books, additional documentation, military orders etc. 

In the third phase, the so called directions (Hu. utasítás) appear, which often contain 

chapters concerning the map use of place names. 

 

5. In Section 5, three further source types are schematically presented. They either 

do not cover the whole territory of Hungary, or the place names are not results of direct 

fieldwork. Still, their material must not be neglected when discussing the microtoponyms 

of Hungary. 

First, Hungarian tourist maps, whose place name material are in most cases 

secondary, cover cca one fifth of the territory of Hungary. Nevertheless, this is the map 

type that typically mediates the microtoponyms of natural environment for most people. 

Second, Gazetteer of Hungary has a printed version covering the whole territory of 

Hungary. However, the small scale of maps does not make it possible to publish all 

known microtoponyms. 

Third, fieldwork with linguistic purposes aimed at collecting the whole place name 

material as well as information on the use of place name in numerous counties and 

districts concerning the Hungarian language as well as minority languages, and resulted 
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in numerous volumes. They are basically text sources, however, the place name material 

of every settlement is completed with a sketch map. 

 

6. Section 6 presents some examples of unique place name histories. 

 

Results 

Below the main findings are listed, following the structure of the dissertation. 

1. In the history of cadastral mapping, three distinct eras were differentiated using the 

accessible regulations and the corresponding place name material. The phases were 

distinguished on the basis of the way in which place names were treated, ignoring any 

other aspects. In my opinion, the above differentiation contributes to a better 

understanding of linguistic data in cadastral maps.  

The first era in cadastral mapping lasted from 1850 to 1894. In this early phase, the 

sources of microtoponyms are the selectmen of settlements. The cadastral engineers were 

obliged to verify with a stamped certification given by the selectmen that the fixed place 

names reflect the will of the settlement. The linguistic material does not indicate any 

external influence, place names coming from minority languages seem not to be limited. 

The second era of cadastral mapping lasted from 1894 to 1957. In this period, the 

licences of cadastral engineers and cadastral organization to modify place names are 

extended.  It is remarkable that the place names of territories inhabited by various 

nationalities were habitually translated or transformed into Hungarian, using several 

methods, e.g. (Lange Äcker > Hosszú földek, Zahumenice > Kertek mögött),  as well as 

creating new Hungarian toponyms, e.g. (Ruthacker > Rudas, Dolnje Jezero > Alsó 

ezres). This practice seriously influenced the structural character and lexicon of 

Hungarian geographical names on a vast territory. Later, the place names that were 

translated or created for the purposes of cadastral mapping appear as data collected in 

spoken language. Although spontaneous and sporadic hungarianization of place names 

can be observed in earlier times, as in the cases of e.g. Nagytétény and Mór, in this period 

it was carried out in large quantities, as well as with false interpretations. 

In the third era, from 1957 on, dűlő names lost all their former functions.  In the 

operative levels of national geodesy, in land registration bureaus, there has never been a 
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regularized, systematic, or controlled activity in connection with names of parcels of 

land. On the majority of maps, place names remain unchanged, however, it is not general 

any longer. Place names were formed by contradictory regulations and diverse human 

factor, and their positions on maps do not correlate with the local use of place names. 

When collecting place names for linguistic purposes, it is general to use cadastral 

maps as sources, or to incorporate their place names into collections of geographical 

names. 

 

2. Every period of topographic mapping, i.e. before World War I, the interwar period, 

after World War 2, has its own emblematic map series that cover the whole territory of 

the country.  In the first one, at the same time, it means the whole Hungarian speech area. 

The conclusions of dissertations are drawn on the basis of comparing the linguistic 

material of extensive sample areas. In the first era, the 2nd military land-survey was an 

unprecedented operation based on fieldwork (1806–1869). The 3rd military land-survey 

(1869–1885) was based on a preliminary place name material, which contained the 

results of the 2nd land-survey, and was also corrected by office workers. Fieldwork, 

however, was not avoided, formerly collected place names were sporadically, and not 

consistently, complemented. In both surveys, recording place names in local languages 

was found important.  

Independent Hungarian topography, apart from a small number of exception, took as 

a base the map-sheets inherited from Vienna. By the end of the era, through office work, 

the whole place name material had been transformed into Hungarian, e.g. Konjski vrch 

> Lóhegy, Opáleny vrch > Égett hegy (Dág), Dolne pole > Alsó mező (Piliscsév), Nova 

hora > Újhegy (Kesztölc), ill. Hanfländ B. > Kender-h., Kloster B. > Kolostor-h. 

(Leányvár). New place names were collected in regions where publishing tourist maps 

had been planned, and these data proved to be excellent. Accordingly, these place names 

serve as a base for editing present-day tourist maps. 

After World War 2, a “new survey” was carried out by soldiers in scale 1:25,000, 

whose geographical names can be met on maps even today. However, new place names 

were collected only in regions where the material from the previous era, i.e. the interwar 

period, was found dissatisfactory. All the rest of tourist maps rely on this survey.  
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Civilian topographic map series, however, did not build on military precedents at all.  

The first series with 1:10,000 scale (1957-1974) can be qualified as an initiatory 

collection of place names.  

The geographical names on topographic maps were given depending on scale, 

geographic qualities of the region, denseness of map content etc. without consistent 

guidelines. However, the mapping was carried out following hierarchic order, focusing 

on place names (including checking toponyms), consequently, on these maps, a rich set 

of Hungarian place names was preserved.  

 

3. The findings of the dissertation are relevant for the actual planning of the map use 

of place names, in organizing fieldwork for collecting place names, as well as they 

provide viewpoints and considerations for scientific research and corpus building. 
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